
Work on Fanshawe Dam continues this summer with phase 1 of a two part project:
• Part 1: Concrete repairs and painting are required, from below the top of the piers and wingwalls on the upstream side of  
 the dam, down to the level of the normal water level. This work will be undertaken in three gate bays in 2017.
• Part 2: Repairs may be required on the pier nose metal. This work involves cutting and welding metal, repairing concrete,  
 and painting from some height above the water level to an anticipated level of up to 0.6 metres below the water level.
• Phase 2 is expected to take place in 2018 with repairs to the other three bay gates.

What does this mean for Fanshawe Conservation Area camping and day use visitors?
• Traffic across Fanshawe Dam is being reduced to one lane using concrete barricades and traffic lights (similar to previous  
 years), to permit safe set-up of equipment and work. The anticipated set-up for these measures is early to mid-July.

What does this mean for Fanshawe Lake water levels? 
• Water levels in July and August may be slightly below normal (possibly 15 cm) to provide a buffer for small fluctuations so  
 that concrete work and painting can be undertaken down to the overflow sill of the dam. This adjustment should have  
 minimal effect on reservoir recreation.
• Water levels in September and October will be approximately 1 metre below normal to accommodate concrete work.  
 This measure will provide an operations buffer to ensure metal and form work can be securely done below the normal  
 water level. 

What does this mean for water recreation? 
• In terms of lake recreation, there should be minimal effect on the average user (i.e., rowing, motorboats, canoes 
 and kayaks). 
• In September and October, users will notice that the lake is approximately 1 metre lower than normal. The main boat  
 launch will be useable, although users will need to back their trailers further into the lake to launch boats. 
• The lower water levels in September and October will result in objects that are not usually noticed at normal lake levels  
 becoming noticeable. Hidden shoals, stumps or rocks may impede boat traffic on the lake.

• Please remember that, due to motor size restrictions, only boats with 10 hp or less are permitted on Fanshawe Lake. “No  
 Wake Zones” are located by the Fanshawe Yacht Club mooring field, rowing club docks and campground shoreline.    
 Additional “No Wake Zones” may be added as water levels drop.

If I have a sailboat, when should I remove it from the lake?   
• Fanshawe Yacht Club members may notice that they are limited as to where they can go on the lake after September 5  
 due to the size of the keels on their boats. 
• Removing or launching watercraft at any of the launches after this date may be difficult or impossible due to the lower  
 water level. Sailboat operators, depending on the boat, may need to remove their watercraft on the September long   
 weekend. Yacht Club ramps will not be useable at the lower water levels.
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